October 1, 2013
Shillong
Dear Family and Friends,
Wow, October 1st already, so I am just starting this Quarterly Update.
Even from way out here I am transfixed by the political hilarity trying to pass itself off as responsible
governance in the US. What was once only Kabuki theater, all dissonance and posturing, has now,
however, ominously escalated to a dangerous clown show, all cacophony and pratfall, where, instead of
confetti and toy guns, flammable liquids and live ammo are used and the very real threat is they’ll burn the
theater down and the entire bug-eyed, howling audience alive with it! What is going on in America? Is it
infecting the whole world? Or is the whole world going nuts and the US is just following along?
Although there are some things which seem positive going on in the world - the western press probably
gave passing mention of potential breakthroughs in Syria and Iran, and today, probably unnoticed, the new
leader of the world’s most dangerous place, who in a previous stint at the job tried to reduce the
probability of Armageddon, shook hands with the leader of his neighbor, the world’s largest democracy,
across a border bristling with nuclear weapons – the world sure seems like it’s getting really worked up. A
proliferation of crazed whackos, pushed into marginal corners, continue to find new ways to horrify. Is a
suicide bomber blowing up a school full of children in Tel Afar, Iraq, any different than a gunman
shooting and killing even more students and teachers in Newtown, Connecticut? A similar number of
children died. The perpetrators are both dead by their own hands. How is it different? Is it all part of the
same madness?
Here in Meghalaya normal life has been disrupted by a series of bandhs, strikes, agitations, night
blockades, government-as-well-as-all-business shutdowns, general dacoity, the lobbing of petrol bombs by
unknown miscreants, and the like. The front-page headline from the October 5 (yes time is passing as I
write this) “The Shillong Times” says it all – “Unprecedented pandemonium in House, Opposition walks
out.” Whose whacky politics are affecting whom? Why is this happening in both places that I live?
What does it mean that entrenched positions are being dug deeper everywhere and bad behavior, long
thought outgrown, resurfaces? Good grief, Japan is building aircraft carriers again.
I suppose the country to watch is Germany, who really twisted off in the past, but is now keeping a cool
head through all this….. for now.
On that cheery note, an update…..
Orina
We have mostly been working here at Orina for the last three months so there isn’t much exciting travel
type stuff to report. Why is this remodel taking me so long? Well you’ve heard about my search for tools,
already. Then there’s the drying of the wood – all the new wood bought is sopping wet and needs to be
stacked carefuly and dried for months. I’ve scavenged about and found a bunch of the old dry hardwood
pieces which I use for anything exposed, but still a lot of stock that needs drying. We were held up six
weeks on the dimmer switches for the lights, and in the end, we simply gave up on the notion of dimmable
lights. That’s too bad, but we’re improvising around obstacles.
I am trying really hard to make all the new work look exactly like the old, so at first glance it all looks like it
has been here a long time, so it’s hard for anyone, except for those who were very familiar with the house
before, to even point out what we’ve done!
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When its all done, we’ll have some final “before and after” pix.
I’m doing everything but the electrical, which is a major part of the project.
The theme as usual is to use what we’ve got. Here’s me and Jew putting the plywood ceilings up in the
dining room.

The wood stain I invented to match the old colors is made by heating up what the locals call wood oil or
coal oil - which looks like anthracite coal till you feel it, then you think creosote - in a heavy pan till it starts
to give off fumes and melt and then I add Terminator, a toxic liquid wood preservative to counter
termites, which produces even more noxious fumes, then mix and adjust till I get the right staining
power/color, and then apply it with a paint brush. All my extremities tingle now, and my teeth are falling
out from the fumes, but the new wood looks much like the old wood and should be termite resistant.
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Monsoon Rain
Ri’s grandfather was the king of Cherrapunji, which boasts to be the wettest place in the world. Looking
at record rainfalls, Cherrapunji and the neighboring town of Mawsynram, hold the first three records –
most rain in one year, in one month – imagine getting 12 inches of rain every day for a whole month! - and on
average yearly - so it was with great anticipation I looked forward to sitting out the monsoon here in
Shillong. We are nearly at the end of the rains now – in fact with a sudden shift to cooler temps and upon
waking to beautiful blue skies the other day I thought it was over, but I am sitting here now Oct. 1st in
steady rain – and the local paper yesterday said we are running 61% below the norm! It is dumping hard
right now though so maybe the monsoon will finish strong….(I should explain now though as time slips
along and it is the 6th already and I really haven’t started assembling the pix for this!) 62% below or not it
did dump a lot, real stump floaters - sheets and buckets pounded onto these tin roofs, which made a
deafening noise, especially after we tore out some ceilings.
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Ri’s lovely flowers took a terrible pounding, at first bowed

And eventually battered.

Plenty of opportunity to observe rain drops closely from different angles.
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All the classic rainy-day signature moments like diffracted images and lightning

Here, where rain is a fact of life, people still forget their umbrellas and have to slog soaking wet! Although
for the two on the right perhaps it was all part of a plan.
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People cope though – they still have to go to market no matter how hard it rains or the wind blows.

Umbrellas are swell in that they are like a photo prop carried by people enhancing their attractiveness.
Aren’t these children all the more adorable with their umbrellas.
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And aren’t these beauties all the more beautiful framed by umbrellas?
(For those of you who have forgotten what we look like – we being away for so long this trip – that’s Ri
there on the right.
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And like with scooters in Chennai, I looked for the most people sharing one umbrella. This group said,
“Ha, four is nothing. Seven of us walked home under one umbrella once!”

On October 7th there was a sudden atmospheric change and for the first time in a year I could see the
skies were cleared at dawn, so I climbed up onto Orina’s roof and got this shot of Kula Kangri, 300+km
away in Bhutan, and all of Assam obscured below us in clouds. Nice!
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The next day I went up the hill a bit and got this shot of Kangto in Arunachal Pradesh.

Since then, no such clarity of view, but the monsoon is almost certainly over. Started with a bang as
thousands died in torrential downpours in the mountains of northern India, and it is ending with a bang as
Cyclone Phailin comes ashore today (Oct. 13th) in Orissa. And so we shall end all this talk of rain and
umbrellas and such and perhaps in the next update we shall have ventured forth to those high mountains
for a closer look.
Marches to Waterfalls
With the rain, the famous waterfalls of Meghalaya started back up and are now in full flow. And will
continue to flow clear for a while after the rains. On my birthday I wanted to do something big for
myself, so I got Sumit, our local taxi driver, to take me to Sweet Falls (on the right below) and to climb
down with me to see it up close. I hurt myself, cracked a rib or something making an old-man-awkward
leap across the swollen stream at one point, but it was worth it. Sweet Falls is not big, only 300 feet or so,
just prettily located and close to town. The two pix on the left are of 1,001 foot Kynrem Falls.
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Ri’s niece who studies in Delhi, when asked what she wanted to do special before returning to the big city,
said “take a trek.” I said we don’t have time for a trek, but we’ll organize a hike for you. We got cars and
people together and made attempted to hike down to the base of Nohkalikai Falls near Cherrapunji. We
could hear the roar of the falls as we started our descent into the gorge, but couldn’t see it in the sopping,
socked in conditions. The falls are world class, pouring 1,100 feet over a cliff off the plateau in a single
plunge, the tallest in India. The concrete steps ran out quickly and soon we were bushwacking down a
steep and slippery stream bed in pouring rain, through leech infested jungle, the overhanging bamboo
draped with poisonous snakes!

At one point we had to stop at the top of a cliff and backtrack till we found a way along a contour towards
the sound of the falling water. Periodically the weather would clear, and we’d get glimpses of our goal.
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We did absolutely everything wrong from a mountaineering standpoint, but we all somehow survived
uninjured and Ri’s niece left for Delhi sore but feeling like she’d had an adventure!
Breaking Eggs
(Not to be confused with Breaking Bad, which I’ve never seen, but I am aware of its existence by the
headlines on my lefty news aggregators.) Ri had a Khasi ritual performed at the house involving the
breaking of eggs and an examination of the shells.
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Grief
Ri has only one surviving uncle left, and he lost his precious wife Rose in September.

The funeral was a study in grief and loss.......
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Behdienkhlam!
Meghalaya is home to three main tribes – the closely related matrilineal Khasi and Jaintia, and the Garo.
Last update we looked at the Khasi ceremony of dance. The Jaintia’s big celebration is their
Behdienkhlam, which they originally performed to ward off plagues but now do to bring on a good
harvest and to rid themselves of ills. There is a lot of ritual involved but the Main Event starts with a
shallow pool of muddy water.

Then a sudden charge, seemingly random but soon the crowd fills the mosh pit and organizes
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and begins its mesmerizing counterclockwise swirl. Only the men are in the pit.

“Rhots” from each locality born on the shoulders of each village’s men get their time in the pit.
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The taller ones miraculously staying erect.

Round and round the crowd goes for hours.
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Then a sacred log is readied, the pool is cleared, and

with an outrageous roar, and with reckless abandon, the log comes flying into the pit,
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To be swarmed in a frenzied melee by those who wish to rid themselves of ills by kicking the log.

Once the crowd is sated, the log is born off,

and the swirling mass begins again, with more Rhots,
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and more crazy running in the circle, and more exhortation by those waiting to enter the field of play.
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Then another massive log careens into the pit.

It is stomped and kicked and stood upon triumphantly.

Eventually it ends, the exhausted warriors shower off, and congratulate one another for surviving.
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“Oh c’mon, shake our hands. We won’t pull you in. Honest!”

Till there’s nothing left but abandoned shoes......
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At another Behdienkhlam in another town, a slightly different mosh pit and format, but in the end the
Rohts are unceremoniously tossed into a ravine. I went there to shoot and was struck by the odd noises

Which turned out to be all the village children chewing like termites the the Rhots disassembling and
gathering what they could!
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They were all so intent on what they were doing, in some sort of children’s heaven, finding goodies to
keep for themselves, I could stand right next to them and shoot away and it was like I did not exist.
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Clouds
Meghalaya means “abode of clouds.” (Which really should be called Rilyoh, in Khasi rather than Hindi.)
The perspective here and the awesome mixing of cloud types had me shooting away all monsoon.
I appreciate you all indulging me as these updates are often a therapeutic exercise or simply a time to
introspect for me – why am I taking these pictures of clouds? A simple answer is I’m homebound, in the
rain, and this great show is going off right outside my window. (Indeed, all the following cloud pix were
taken from our sitting room window!) But digging deeper, could it be, since I have always said I would
retire in a place with a view, that I am convincing myself that Orina has an extraordinary view?
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And, of course, there are many colorful sunsets too, with this NW view.
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Introduction
We want to introduce two people, Boltijoy Nongsiej (16) and his younger brother Shanshialang (12) who
we call by their nicknames Bolti and Sunny.

We first met them in the winter when I took pix of Sunny and his buddies playing in the street in front of
the house and gave them prints. Then in the spring during a school break the brothers came around and
asked if they could help us in the yard during their vacation. We decided to give them the worst job and
maybe they quit asking. But they did such a great job, that we let them keep coming back. Now they are
here at Orina, most days, for most of the day.
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They seemed so smart – they know every plant in the forest - so I was shocked when I asked them how
they were doing in school to hear them respond matter-of-factly that they were failing! It turns out they
go to evening class at Saint Edmunds, which is basically free school provided by the church in an
abbreviated fashion after regular hours for those who can’t afford otherwise. I visited their school, and
even attended their Indian Independence Day celebration. Each class gave a little performance – a song
or a dance - I was very much moved by this event. The mixture of ages in each class was due to the fact
that many older children and young men and women were taking advantage of free school as a last resort
to get an education. This is one grade level and those are not teachers in the back row, just students.

We have bought Bolti and Sunny books and materials and backpacks and whatever they need to make it in
school, like a simple rechargeable light for their little attic space they share in their home so they can study
at night. We tried to arrange for private tutors, which every student here endures, but couldn’t find anyone
free so we have tackled their schooling ourselves – they are way behind! So now my time is not so much
my own anymore as we help with homework and cram for exams in a desperate push to pass their finals in
mid-November.
They are extremely hard working, attacking any task I give them with zeal, like below when we demoed a
wall. Sunny is sharp witted and handy, here with a project he crafted from scraps for school. Bolti has a
green thumb and presents Ri with a bouquet every day of flowers he picks in the forest on his way here.
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When studying gets to them they take breaks and play badminton, here inside during the rains, or paint.

I have taught them how to tawk with a New Yawka accent, and we have fed them pizza and burgers.
Anything else we should do to educate these boys and prepare them for the 21st century?
We do so enjoy their company, but are also in a way panicked by the whole thing as they grow attached to
us two old vagabonds, and we to them. Also, it seems like maybe this is a “calling” in life – helping kids
stay in school and learn is so very satisfying and such an important undertaking, and I could see me doing
this with lots of kids all the time – but how do you do that when settling down is like giving up? We shall
find a balance, or perhaps a new way of looking at things.

Aibor and Arri and We send you All our Love and Best Wishes!
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The Jeschkes

